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Package Design
This project is focused on appealing a potential buyer with a visual 
appealing design with connection to the flavor of the beer. With this 
attempt my style is present with the bold presentation and use of 
type in a creative way. With the logo’s being fun and expressive cre-
ating memorable first impression can be the initial push for a buyer. 







Visual Identity
Design 
Keeping with a versatile design and bold up in 
your face look this logo makes its presence 
known. The color palette is minimal but in con-
trast to the aggressiveness of the overall logo 
creates an emphasis on expression over color. 
The hues used to appeal to the outside enthusiast 
and sun bathers or the individual who prefer the 
life near or by water.  

Designing a logo that can be used for every day 
wear to a sporting attire, my aim is to create 
design that can be prevalent in more than one 
setting.    











Logo Design

The street wear fashion is an iconic style established in our popular cul-
ture and is a way of expression of their own individualness without hav-
ing to say a word. Creating an espressive style this design and the bold 
stand-out presentation of the logo this piece can’t be ignored it can only 
be noticed. 

Being bold, loud, and having a strong presence is my style and it can cre-
ate something that can’t be missed. Having the balance of type can open 
up the type of applications that can be associated with the brand but and 
overall push for more usage of the brand name.  







Figure Drawing Series 

Keeping to my roots I find myself always returning to pen-
cil and paper to try new techniques and release the ideas 
trapped inside the universe always in motion in my mind. The 
human form and the way body expression can be read is a 
skill, when used to create a piece of artwork it can tell a story 
which is read with observation. I use of vine charcoal to cre-
ate a range of values that detail various weights of mass in 
the given space. Form and shape are going to be foundation 
but pushing the depth of the piece with value creates an at-
mosphere of space and dimension.  









Illustrated Drop Cap



While keeping my style present, I incorporate the story and nature in a de-
sign that is beautiful and elegant. Illustrative drop caps from old master’s 
gave me the inspiration to be bold and make a presence while having the 
type compliment the overall design. The layout portion is very eligable and 
keeping to the curve of the illustration allowing the padding to do its job 
providing breathing room. I have multiple styles that I can allow the text to 
compliment and strong layout keeps the flow of the story steady. 



Advertising

The use of attention grabbing graphic elements while 
being bold and clear will get your event notice. What 
is done here is a event that the theme is related to the 
promotion. The main image consist of the car but with 
the background, the atmosphere is created bringing in 
the viewer to a cyber punk setting. With that being a 
big culture interest this will bring viewers in and bring 
intrigue to the event that is here. With directions on 
what to expect on the lower section, being clear is key 
so that no confusion occurs and prevent negative feed-
back. Bright color palette and sleek car make this post-
er slightly futuristic but invokes a sense of movement. 





Album Design



The bright and colorful rythem that is from this record is what I wanted to connect 
with in the overall design. Bright color palette is very custom in the genre and time 
period that this is from  but with a more modern take on the design. The trees and 
hill like landscape give a setting but with the sun setting give more of a time peri-
od that this is and with the music being a nightclub dance music this fits perfect. 
The emotion provoked should be that of a moving type motion or a feeling of a cool 
breezy evening coming night time.  



Thank You,
Lets chat and converse,
Lets create your new universe.
Reach me @ my.chemeketa.edu
Website @ Paulart.org


